
EVV BUSINESS MODEL
Buildingvertical chains to realizemetal pricesat the anodeand cathode level
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Primarily generate revenue by selling the final cathode or
anode materials used in Electric Vehicle batteries

v Securing the commitment of everyone in the vertical chain to work and do
business with each other, including;

v Mining project owner
v Key technology provider
v Processing plant EPCM on-site
v China Sinosure
v Refinery or Purification plant off-site
v Anode or Cathode battery manufacturer

v Developer of on-site processing plant and off-site refining facilities for 
materials contributing to EVs

v The most accessible and known mineral grades are mined first and fed into the
processing plant

v Product (in their concentrate form) is produced on-site and shipped to a
purification plant or refinery off-site for further processing (usually China)

v The final purified metal is transported to the committed Cathode or Anode
manufacturer, where it will be manufactured into battery composites used in
Lithium-ion batteries and sold to Electric Vehicle OEMs

v Vertical chain can be extended further to realize higher prices at the OEM level.
Horizontally scalable by building other vertical chains to cater to the supply of
chemicals and metals required for making cathode and anode materials

v Any capital investment in the Vertical Chain are insured and repaid first before
profits are distributed

v Selling, buying prices per ton will be agreed upfront, during alignment of all
stakeholders in the vertical chain. MOU, LOI, offtake agreements and other
equivalent documents will be signed and used as collateral from day 1 of the
vertical chain alignment

Our Solution

v InProved Electric Vehicle Verticle has been launched by a team of seasoned  
investment and new energy/mining professionals. Our objective is to capture 
the best business opportunities offered by the growth and demand for Electric 
Vehicles through building and aligning of vertical supply chains and a 360-
degree investment approach


